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TABLE OF CODE SECTIONS AFFECTED
The following code sections are noted or discussed in this 2008 review. The
letter(s) preceding the page destination indicate the effect on the code section:
New Section
Amended Section
Repealed Section
BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS
Section
809
23013
23039.1
Effect
(A)
(A)
(A)
Page
296
303
291
Section
23356.2
25608.10
Effect
(A)
(N)
Page
303
309
CIVIL
Section
43.8
1632
2945.2
Effect
(A)
(A)
(A)
Page
315
320
320
Section
2945.3
2945.4
2945.45
Effect
(A)
(A)
(N)
Page
320
320
320
CIVIL PROCEDURE
Section
1219
Effect
(A)
Page
333
EDUCATION
Page
344
Section
51241
FOOD AND DRUG
Page
355
355
355
355
Section
52304
52305
52306
Section
44423.5
44423.6
Effect
(N)
(N)
Effect
(A)
Page
339
Section
52300
52301
52302
52303
Effect
(N)
(N)
(N)
(N)
Effect
(N)
(N)
(N)
Page
355
355
355
GOVERNMENT
Page
369
Section
31663.2
31680.9
65584.07
76000.5
HEALTH AND SAFETY
Page
399
421
426
Section
121060
121060.1
121065
MILITARY AND VETERANS
Page
449
PENAL
Page
503
467
535
509
498
Section
599f
653y
786
4025.5
12020.1
PROBATE
Page
543
556
556
556
556
556
556
556
556
Section
21308
21310
21311
21312
21313
21314
21315
21320
Section
5925
8596
8880.321
31663.15
Effect
(N)
(A)
(A)
(A)
Effect
(R)
(R)
(A)
(A)
Page
391
391
386
399
Effect
(R) & (N)
(N)
(A)
Page
436
436
436
Section
1797.98a
13139
114377
Section
399.5
Section
166
186.22a
350
379
466
Effect
(A)
(A)
(N)
Effect
(N)
Effect
(A)
(A)
(A)
(N)
(A)
Effect
(A)
(A)
(A)
(A)
(A)
Page
523
486
476
459
530
Section
15212
21300
21301
21302
21303
21304
21305
21306
21307
Effect
(N) & (R)
(R)
(R)
(R)
(R)
(R)
(R)
(R)
(R)
Effect
(R)
(N)
(N)
(N)
(N)
(N)
(N)
(R)
Page
556
556
556
556
556
556
556
556
PUBLIC RESOURCE
Page
563
REVENUE AND TAX
Page
573
573
573
573
573
573
Section
41025
41030
41031
41046
41050
41152
Effect
(A)
(A)
(A)
(A)
(A)
(N)
STREET AND HIGHWAYS
Page
579
VEHICLE
Page
587
WELFARE AND INSTITUTIONS
Page
591
Section
15660
Section
6217.3
Section
41007
41009
41011
41016
41016.5
41019.5
41020
Section
1957
Section
21100.4
Section
12301.8
Page
573
573
573
573
573
573
Effect
Effect
(A)
(A)
(A)
(A)
(N)
(N)
(A)
Effect
(A)
Effect
(A)
Effect
(N)
Effect
(A)
Page
591
